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ABSTRACT. A comparison ha , b een made between ice velocities that w ere measured by the radio-echo 
technique a nd by a survey m ethod on the Devon Isla nd ice cap, Arctic Canada (Iat. 75° 23 ' N., long. 
82° 23' "". ) . Results were 2.58 ± O. 11 m a- I by radar and 2. 17 ± O.20 m a - I by survey. The discrepancy 
between the two measurements is within the limi ts of statistical significance, and the methods are considered 
to give comparable results. 

R ESUME. V ne comparaison poussee el/tre les A1esures de vitesse de glaciers par echo-radio et par topographie. O n a 
entrepris une comparaison entre les vitesses des g laces mesurees par echo-radio et p a r une methode 
topographique sur la ca lotte de D evon Island dans l'Antarctique canadien. L es resultatssont d e 2,58 ± O, 13 
m a- I par radar et 2, 17± O,20 m par leve. La discordance en tre les deux mesures reste dans les limi tes le da 
signification sta ti st ique,:et les methodes sont considerees comme donnant des resultats compara bles. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Ein weiterer Vergleieh z wischen radarseismisch ulld bz w. geodiitisch bestimmtell Cletseher
geschwilldigkeitelI. Ein Vcrgleich zwischen radarseismisch bzw. geodiHisch gemessenen Eisgeschwindigkeitcn 
wurde fur d en Eisschild des D evon Island, kanadisch e Arktis, angestellt. Die R adar-Ech o lotung ergab 
2.58 ± O.1 I m proJ a hr, die Vermessung 2.1 7± o.20 m proJahr. Der Unterschied zwischen beide n Messungen 
liegt innerhalb del' Grenzen fur sta tisti3Che Signifikanz. Die Ergebnisse beider M ethoden konnen a ls 
vergleich bar gel ten. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nye and others (1972) have suggested that the surface velocity of a glacier can be deter
mined from ra dio-echo fading patterns. The m ethod is based on the fact that the shape of the 
r eAected radio pulse depends on the roughness of the glacier bed . The spatial pattern of 
the variation in shape of the reflected signal thus provides a frame of reference fixed in space. 
The apparen t displacement of this p attern over a given time interva l, in the vicinity of a stake 
set in the ice, thus measures the ice velocity. 

Walford ( 1972) made the first field test of the method on Fleming G lacier in the Antarctic 
Peninsula . In addition to the radio-echo method, ice velocity was m easured by conventional 
optical survey to stations on bedrock near the glacier. The survey velocity was 1.21 times the 
radio-echo velocity; Walford attributed the discrepancy to experimental errors. Doake (1975) 
repeated the experiment at a place within 2 km ofWalford's site and obtained the result that 
the survey velocity was J.41 times the radio-echo velocity (the radio-echo velocities agreed in 
the two measurements). Doake considered that the difference was significant and postulated 
that the radio waves were being reAected, not from bedrock, but from a layer embedded in 
the basal layers of the glacier. The radio-echo m ethod thus m easured only the velocity 
resulting from d eformation within the ice whereas the optical m easurement also included the 
component of velocity due to the ice sliding over its bed. 

In view of these different interpretations, the results of a test at a place where the ice is not 
sliding over bedrock may be of interest. We present these here. 
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SITE OF EXPERIMENT 

The measurements were made on the ice cap (area about 15 600 km2) that covers the 
eastern part of Devon Island in the C anadian Arctic archipelago. The main ice divide 
consists of an east-west ridge from which ice flows into valley glaciers that reach the sea on the 
north, east, and south coasts. Three bore holes, two of which reach bedrock, have been drilled 
at distances of 600 m to 900 m north of the ridge at a point some 8 km west of the highest 
point (Paterson, 1973, 1974). Interpre tation of the bore-hole data required knowledge of the 
ice velocity. As the n earest exposed b edrock from which a survey traverse could be carried out 
was about 35 km away, the radio-echo technique seemed the simplest m ethod of determining 
ice velocity. Because the measured temperature at the ice- rock interface was - 18'5°C 
(Paterson, 1973), there can be no pressure-melting and regelation and so the ice cannot be 
sliding over its bed. The cores recovered from the bore holes showed a sharp interface between 
ice and rock with no moraine in the lowest layers of ice. The radio-echo method should thus 
measure the total ice velocity. 

Because the bore holes were near the ice divide, where the velocity m ay be expected to be 
small, a time period of a few years would have been n ecessary to obtain an accurate result. 
M easurements were therefore made at a point about 2.5 km down-slop e from the bore holes. 
This point was connected to the bore holes and the ice divide by a line of stakes about 300 m 
apart plus four diamond-shaped arrays of stakes, one on the ice divide, one each around two 
of the bore holes, and one around the point where the radio-echo measurements were made 
(Fig. I ). The radar m easurement of velocity could thus be checked from the stra in-ra te 
m easurements along the line of stakes on the assumptio n that the velocity was zero at the ice 
divide. 

N 

radio - echo po int 

bor~ hole 72 

Cl= stake 

o 0.5 1.0 km , 

Fig. I. Map showing locations of the velocity measurement point, the hore holes, alld the stake lIetwork. 

RADIO-EC H O MEASUREMENTS 

Equipment and procedure were broadly similar to those described by Walford (1972) and 
Doake (1975). Our measurements differed from theirs primarily in the use of a 60 MHz 
radio-frequency carrier frequency (which provides improved resolution), and an interval of 
about one year between fading pattern m easurements as opposed to the few days which they 
describe. 

The radio-echo equipment used was the SPRI Mk IV 60 MHz system, which is a d evelop
m ent of the system d escribed by Evans and Smith ( 1969). The significant parameters include 
a transmitted pulse length of I [Ls with a peak power of about 300 W , a receiver bandwidth of 
15 MHz, and a system performance of 160 dB. The u se of a I [Ls pulse length has a definite 
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advantage over the 0.3 fLS reported previously, in that it gives a bottom echo of greater 
duration. Walford showed that the fading pattern had a well-defined p er iodic fading length 
which decreased with time from the start of the echo. Therefore longer pulse lengths, giving 
longer echoes, will produce spatial patterns with a greater range of fading lengths. The 
increased structure gives more detail in the fading pattern which can be used as a basis for 
comparison. The antenna used was a folded dipole. 

The fading patterns were recorded on film in the usual Z -scope display. A modified timing 
arrangement was used so that the display could be adjusted to include only the bottom echo. 
The m easurement routine was essentially that of Doake (1975). The antenna was supported 
a few centimetres above the ice on a " railway", constructed of glass-fibre tubing and aligned 
to 344 0 from true north , the measured direction of flow . The antenna was then moved steadi ly 
a long the railway, recording the fading pattern. R ep eated traverses were made, with the 
antenna shifted laterally each time by an average of 20 cm. Thus the fading pattern was 
mapped over an area 8 m X 2 m. To provide an accurate and repeatable distance scale for 
each traverse, pins were fixed every 20 cm into the side of the track. These were successively 
contacted by a switch mounted with the antenna. Each switch closure annotated the film 
by means of a light-emitting diode mounted on the oscilloscope screen, thus recording the 
position of the antenna at that instant . 

Fading patterns were obtained on 23 June 1973 and again on 5 June 1974. The positions 
of five different features in the patterns were compared on up to 14 different traverses. A total 
of 69 displacements gave the movem ent as 2.58 m a - I with a standard error of 0.03 m a - I. 
The elTor figure refers only to the comparison of the fading patterns. This does not include 
any possible systematic error that may occur, for example, in the relocation of the ra ilway. 
T he ra ilway position was marked by a m e tal stake, so the greatest error in reposition ing was 
un likely to exceed 10 cm , making the error figure 0.1 I m a - I. 

S TRAI N -RATE MEASUREME NTS 

In the strain dia monds, a ll sides and diagonals were m easured with invar tape and the 
angles w ere measured with a Wild T2 theodoli te. l\1easurements were m ade in 197 1, 19 72 
and 1973. The data were reduced by Nye's (1959) m ethod. Distances a long the stake line 
were a lso m easured by invar tape, but in 197 1 and 1972 only. Strain-rates in the down-slope 
direc tion were in the range (0-4 to I. 2) X T 0- 3 a- I wherea s cross-slope stra in rates were abou t 
an order of magnitude less (0.06 to 0.14) X 10- 3 a-I. The mean standard error of a strain
rate, as determined from the analysis of the strain diamonds, was 0.08 X 10- 3 a- I and so the 
cross-slope stra in-rates did not differ sig nificantly from zero. Summation of the product of 
strain-ra te and distance between adjacent stakes, starting at the ice divide, should therefore 
determine the flow velocity. The simpler procedure of taking the change in total length of 
the stake line as the velocity could not be used because, in each year, different sections of the 
line were m easured on different days . The direction of ice flow, bearing 344 0 ± 5 0 from true 
north , was determined from the stra in m easurements. 

The location of the crest of the ridge that forms the ice divide was determin ed by levelling. 
T he assumption of zero ice velocity at this poin t was checked in the fo llowing way. T he strain
rates from thc ice divide to bore hole 72, located 900 m d own the slope, yield ed a velocity of 
0.74 ± 0.05 m a- I. Inclinometer measurements in the bore hole, which reach es bedrock, gave a 
velocity of o. 70 ± 0.20 m a - T, on the plausible assumption that there was n o bottom sliding. 
The close agreement between these fig ures suggests that the assumption of zero velocity at the 
ice divide was correct. 

With the above assumption, the m ea sured strain-ra tes a nd distances between stakes from 
the ice divide to the point where the radio-echo measurements were m ad e yield a velocity of 
2.17 ± 0 .20 m a-I . 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The apparent ice velocity was 2.58 ± o. I I m a- I by radar and 2. I 7 ± 0.20 m a- I by 
survey. While a value between 2.36 and 2.47 m a-I is within twice the standard error limits 
of each measurement, the discrepancy between the results is large enough to be on the border
line of statistical significance. Unlike the previous experiments (Walford, 1972; Doake, 1975), 
in Devon I sland the radar velocity was the higher. The reason is probably that part of the 
stake line did not coincide with the flow line. In this case the measured strain-rate would be 
less than the greatest principal strain-rate and so the survey m ethod would underestimate the 
velocity. Another possible explanation is that a small error was made in resetting the track 
for the radio-echo antenna in the second year. The radar method is probably the more 
precise and so is to be preferred , at least at places far from exposed bedrock. 
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